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' Two pilots. Captain Gordon Campbell and Colonel 
Charles W. Kmvood, literally "flew in flames" on the 
nights of June ninth, tenth.1 and eleventh, 1919, at 
Atlantic City. '  

The object of the flight was to test the plane against 
a non-inflammable paint, or "dope," with which the linen 
fabric and wooden structure of the machine had been 
coded. A spray system supplied gasoline, which was 
ignitedby an electrical attachment. Each night the Bam- ' 
ing machine'remained aloft for nine minutes.

Although they were Hying in an open machine, neither 
Campbell nor Kerwood was injured in the slightest, 
They wore ordinary clothing, and carried no parachntes.

Captain Campbell later met his death while flying. 
Colonel Kerwood is still active in aeronautics, and is a 

member of the executive.committee of the Ligne Inter 
nationale des Aviateurs. He recently commanded the 
American aviators during the Riff uprising ih Morocco.

In addition to hrs one hoar record, Pete Sinister 
skipped rope 105 times in 30 seconds.

Skipping 7,518 rimes in one hour, Shuster eclipsed the 
record of 6,363, set by Chester Levere, of Chicago. 
Levere.holds numerous rope-skipping records; in 1931, 
on his sixty-first birthday, he skipped 18,500 times ... 
without once slopping. He was in action for three hours 
and 15 minutes, and lost seven pounds.

  * . * 

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS ...
Frank Ptatt, one-legged war vet, shoots 80 on the 

Lincoln Golf Coarse, in San Francisco.
  * *

A marble statue of Cosmo II de Medkis, perfect In 
every detail, wu made FROM MEMORY by a BLIND 
sculptor. -> 

  * *
John W. Arrington, Greenville, S. C, h*s worn tbe 

same two collar buttons, and the same cuff links con 
tinuously for 45 years.

Anyone desiring additional information or proof 
should write Ike author, inciosing a stamped, addrtsifd 
envelope.
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